
UGW/OA-0 - - 850*

UGW/OA-1 - - 1500

UGW/OA-2 - - 2200

UGW/OA-3 - - 3100

UGW/O-4 3200 2000 -

UGW/O-5 4600 3100 -

UGW/O-6 6300 3900 -

UGW/O-7 8900 6000 -

UGW/O-8 12000 6900 -

UGW/O-9 15000 10000 -

 A
[mm]

B
[mm]

C
[mm]

Lmax

[mm]

UGW/OA-0 SkCz/O-0 470 600 100 900 14

UGW/OA-1 SkCz/O-1 520 600 100 900 16

UGW/OA-2 SkCz/O-2 650 680 100 980 19

UGW/OA-3 SkCz/O-3 550 615 70 1030   22

UGW/O-4 SkCz/O-4 550 615 70 1155 22

UGW/O-5 SkCz/O-5 585 650 70 1190 24

UGW/O-6 SkCz/O-6 660 685 70 1265 29

UGW/O-7 SkCz/O-7 720 725 70 1325 34

UGW/O-8 SkCz/O-8 810 740 70 1360 39

UGW/O-9 SkCz/O-9 910 900 150 1540 45

AIR DERIVING BOXES FOR UGW/O UNITS

USE

The air deriving boxes may be included in the additional equipment of the UGW/OA heating and ventilation units.
For UGW/OA units of 0 ÷ 3 sizes  use of the boxes should be agreed with the manufacturer. 
The boxes are used for:

- mixing of fresh and recirculation air in any proportion
- initial air cleaning (only for 4 ÷ 9 sizes).

UNIT DESCRIPTION 

The air deriving boxes are offered in ten sizes.
Complete boxes consist of:

-    agitation section
-    filtering section (for units of  0 ÷ 3 sizes the filtering section is equipped with a grid only);

The agitation section has two throttles allowing for  sucking of recirculation air through grates positioned on the 
both sides of the box and fresh air via the air deriving box outlet simultaneously.
Inlet to the agitation section is provided with a collar allowing for connection of the air deriving box and the room 
fabric. The throttles may be controlled manually or with the electric drive servo-motors with voltage of 230V or 24V.
The filtering section for units of 4 ÷ 9 sizes may be equipped with a grid or G-2 filters.

DESIGNATION

Air deriving box for UGW/O unit      Skcz/o - 2 - F - NE

Size            [0  9]
Equipment   with mesh (S)
                     with filter (F)
Sterowanie   with servo-motor (NE)
                     manual controlling (R)

÷

TECHNICAL DATA

Basic dimensions

Air efficiency of units with air deriving boxes
(at clean filters)

Air efficiency
[m /h]³

Unit size
Unit size

Weight
[kg]

* refers also to units with HXM fans

Thermal powers of units equipped with air deriving
boxes with filtering section decrease  ~10%.

WOP
fan

HCFT/6
fan

HCFT/4
fan

Box size
A

C

B

L max


